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A thank-you to everyone
that submitted pictures.

Lidded Box Submitted by Tony Rozendaal

Tony said he had been wanting to learn how to chase threads. This jar box is turned from elm. Tony made the
thread insert from PVC pipe. He was able to get the grain to line up on this box but a second box wasn't as
successful.

Lidded Box Submitted by Tony Rozendaal
This curley maple (possibly box elder) lidded box has a Bubinga spinning top lid
that can be mounted in either direction for a different appearance.

Lidded Box Submitted by Tony Rozendaal
This Cherry lidded box has an Osage Orange spinning top lid that is reverasable
like the lidded box on the previous slide.

Natural Edge Bowl
submitted by
Tony Rozendaal
This bowl was from a piece of wood
a neighbor gave Tony. He called it
“Ornamental Cherry”. Tony thinks it
may have been one of those
weeping cherry trees. Anyway this
came form a large part of the log
near a crotch. Tony was able to
retain the knot and bark inclusion in
the bowl. Some bark was lost in the
turning process.
See next two slides for additional
photographs of this bowl.

Additional photographs of bowl featured in the
previous slide.

Additional photographs of bowl featured in the
previous slide.

Lidded Box Submitted by Dick Garbe
This lidded box was made from Walnut and Maple. The chunk of Walnut was not big enough
for the box I wanted to make so I added some Maple. The box is about 7” in diameter.

Spalted Soft Maple
items turned by
Dick Garbe
Dick said that the
vase to the left of
the picture had a
natural edge so it
looks like the top
edge is broken. He
said it looks like a
cool piece of old
pottery.

Jelly Bean Dispenser
Submitted By
Eric Meigs
Eric made this Maple jelly bean
dispenser for his sister. Eric looked on
line for plans but all he could find were
for round gumballs which didn't work
for jelly beans. The gumball plans had
the gumballs roll down a chute and jelly
beans don't roll. The design of the
dispenser is a design that Eric came up
with on his own.
His sister originally wanted an M&M
dispenser but Eric said he could never
come up with a sesign that worked very
well. They kept getting stuck and
mashed.

Gear Shift Knobs Submitted by Eric Meigs
The Walnut MG knob to the right and center were for Eric's brother-in-law's 60's MG that he and his son restored. His brother-in-law sent Eric
the medallion which was from a previous car. The segmented knob on the right has 32 pieces and was made for his son's Toyota truk. Both
knobs were turned on a homemade mandrel and nut secured in the knob. The knobs were finished with Deft high bloss lacquer. They were
dipped in lacquer many time over several weeks. In between coats; the knobs were mounted back on the lathe to be sanded. The final finish
was buffed with the Beall Buffing System.

Dave Mcbride has been busy making pens.
Dave turned these Slimline pens for the “Turn For Troops” program. Currently Dave has turned 130 pens for this
year's program. The pink ribbon ones are decals on Corian with CA over them. You will note there is no center
band. Dave demonstrated doing this at a club meeting last year.

More pens by Dave Mcbride
These Slimline have the center band removed allowing for the
upper blank to be larger than the bottom. I have done a number
of variations of these but this is my favorite look. Pens are Maple
or Cherry finished with 5 coats CA, 0000 steel wool and wax.

These pens are Red Oak. Dave does not like filling the grain with CA so he came
up with these. Red Oak with latex paint in the grain and sanded with CA finish.
Some are done with black first, sanded to leave the paint in the grain and then
another color like red, lightly sanded with CA on top. Quite a looker with a
black chrome kit.

More pens and some tory cars by Dave Mcbride
These pens are the same as on the previous slide but with
Transtint blue dye. Dave said he discontinued doing this because
Transtint dye is also water soluble and he did not want the dye to
transfer to the users fingers.

Dave also turned some small race cars.

Dave Mcbride Pen Finishing
Two more painted oak pens. The left is red on black
latex paint and the one on the right is black latex paint.
Both with CA finish. I thought the black chrome finish
really finished it off nice

Here is what I use to finish pens. Wet-or-dry paper from the auto store 300 to
2500 grit cut into pieces 1 x 2 and placed in order of grit and stapled, novus 2
and 3 for polishing, BSI supergold odorless CA, craftfoam to apply the CA.
Cottage cheese container not made with a 3D printer filled with water for the
paper. If the skew work needs help I am not above using some 400 sandpaper
to massage the fibers

Pens turned by Dave
McBride that feature
the Celtic Knot
These Celtic Knot pens were made from
Cherry, Maple, and Corian with wood veneer
for the bands. A few important steps is to
have square blanks and stops in place for
repeatability of the cuts otherwise the knots
end up different sizes in different places.
Dave made his cuts with a bandsaw but it is
doable on a tablesaw also. Dave used a 45
degree angle to make his cuts but other
angles could also be used. The veneeto be at
least a barely snug fit in the cut slots.
Titebond glue was used and clamped long
end to long end.
Further slides will show the cutting jigs Dave
used to make these pens.

Jigs that Dave McBride used to
create his Celtic Knot
This view shows the jig with stop blocks to
limit movement of the blank when cutting.

Note the stop block (in the upper right of the picture) clamped to
the band saw table. It leaves a 1/8' of uncut material so the blank
does not split when inserting material or when clamping

Close up view of knot
before turning.
It's very likely the veneer will not
match the blade kerf even if you
double the material so I insert shims
behind the blank to size the kerf to
the material. Most veneer is .020 or
so in thickness. I double it up with
glue. Dave's kerf is about .044. The
shim varies on the veneer. Wenge
veneer is much thicker.
The phtograph on the right shows the
blank on the left with a single cut and
the blank on the right shows cuts with
the veneer glued in.

Bowls Submitted by Harold Solberg
Split Leaf Staghorn Sumac Bowl. 4-1/4 x 3-1/2 Natural
edge. Colorful tree (not the bush). Yellows, browns,
and greens.

Black Walnut Plate 7x2 Natural edge
crotch includes bark.

Two more items submitted by Harold Solberg
Lilac Crotch, Shallow Bowl. 4-1/2 x 1-1/8 Delicate
grain, spicy aroma when turning and sanding.

Buckthorn Snifter 2-1/8 x 2 Orange phase. Buckthorn
is an invasive species but beautiful graining with flashy
sapwood.

Cryptex Submitted by Kevin Seigworth
A Cryptex is a cylindrical enclosure with a compartment inside for storing a secret message. It is based on an article from
“American Woodturner”. The letters on the outside must be aligned to spell a secret word to open the enclosure. The base
and the top are Walnut and the rings are made from box elder. The parts were prefinished before assembly with with
wipe-on-poly on the outside and shellac inside. It was a fun project with some precision needed to make it all fit and
operate.

Ron Zdorik submitted
photographs of a
jewelry box he made.
Over the years, I have built 2 jewelry boxes for my
wife Julia. She is an artist and a prolific jewelrymaker using beads and repurposed vintage pieces.
She has exceeded the capacity of the boxes so I
built a large jewelry cabinet. The pulls for the
drawers and doors were supposed to be brass but I
made the mistake of ordering them online and the
slow boat from overseas was taking way too long.
So, I quickly turned 9 walnut pulls to complement
the walnut accents on the poplar cabinet. They are
a simple design and with a divider and caliper, I was
able to turn 7 identical copies for the drawers and 2
slightly larger pulls for the side doors. Julia designed
and made the glass mosaic on the top lid. Overall,
the cabinet turned out much better than I expected.
My wife loves it and it still has room for more of her
future creative jewelry making. By the way, I finally
did get the brass pulls a couple of weeks after this
project was finished but I think the turned walnut
pulls look better.

Additional photographs of the Jewelry Box, Knobs,
and Glass Mosiac Lid.

Feather Pen submitted
by Carl Brust
I got this pen kit from
exoticblanks.com. It is a pheasant
feather blank (about $25) and a black
titanium pen kit. I turned it using a
skew. It turned very slowly. The
material was fairly hard. I used a
respirator but noticed that, that night
I had a fair amout of eye irritation so I
will use better protection next time. I
sanded dry to 600; then wet sanded
with micro mesh, buffed on the beall
buffer with the first two compounds,
and used a plastic polish. I like the
way it turned out.

Jim Stephan Flower Vase

Due to email
complications; no turner
comments are available
for these pictures.

Two Burl Bowls by Robert Balmer
Bob says he likes turning burls. This bowl is one piece with a
hollow center covered with a pewter lid. It can be used for flowers,
a candle, essential oils, or potpourri. I sand to 400 grit; then use
EEE Ultra Shine, followed by ShellWax. The last step is to buff the
bowls with the Beall buffing system.

This bowl is brobably a maple burl finished
the same was as the bowl to the left.

Old Rugged Cross
Submitted by
Jay Pilling
Here is a small turning (2” dia.
base x 4” high. I found this
project on the internet. The
photograph was taken with a
homemade photo-booth; a piece
of paper held behind the cross.
Made several but I like this one
the best. Any old branch will
work, the live edge is nice if the
bark stays on.

Suspended Vessel by
John Paul Thompson
Ron turned a vessel like this a few
years ago which I liked so l asked him
if he would mind if I copied it and he
said I could, so I did. Since I do not like
to copy others work l had to add to it,
so I carved the jack in the pulpit on it.
I used my high speed carver and some
hand carving to do the relief of the
flower which I then painted with
acrylic paints. The vase is stained with
blue and green dye which is blended
together. The vase is box elder and
the legs are walnut. It is finished with
bee’s wax and mineral oil.

Submission by a begining lathe tuner
Ron Retherford
The wood for left handle came from a friend and the other
two were purchased from “Cousineau Wood Products”.
They are finished with GF Wipe ON Royal Finish.

The wood for the bottle stoppers was wood on hand. They
were finished with MINWAS Antique Oil Finish. A friend
suggested I try the Niles Bottle Stoppers.

Lathe Mounted Disc
Sander by Tom Hipsak
After I accquired my Robust Scout; I
made a disc sander for it but no
table support. The other day I was
watching a turning video on the
Axminster YouTube Channel. The
demonstrator used a table support
that mounted in the lathe banjo.
With the help of Dennis Motl I
made my own table support. We
also made a support for banjos with
a 5/8's bore. See the next slide for
pictures.

Tom Hipsak lathe mounted table support.
The base for this table support is made from a
3/4 x 6” pipe nipple and a 3/4 pipe flange.

A 3/4 pipe OD measures 1.05 inches and a 3/8 pipe
measures .675. With the help of Dennis Motl; the pipes
were turned down to fit their respective banjos.

Natural Edge Bowls by Tom Hipsak
Two natural edge Ash bowls.
Polyurethane Finish & Buffed.

Two natural edge bowls of unknown
wood. Polyurethane Finish & buffed.

More Bowls by Tom Hipsak
Two small black walnut bowls with a
polyurethane finish and buffed.

Four ash bowls with a polyurethane
finish and buffed.

Three bowls by
Tom Hipsak
Three bowls of unknown
wood species. The bowls
were finished with a high
gloss polyurethane finish and
then buffed with the Beall
buffing system.

